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EXCLUSIVE

MySentinel seamlessly combines the opulence of private air travel
with a personalised lifestyle management service. Our commitment
to excellence extends to a diverse array of bespoke luxury concierge
offerings meticulously crafted to cater to your unique travel needs.

Sentinel Aviation ensures not only the utmost convenience but also
elevates your overall travel experience. Benefit from our extensive
knowledge and expertise, allowing you to save time while enjoying
the epitome of luxury and efficiency. Choose Sentinel Aviation for a
journey that transcends expectations and reflects the pinnacle of
private jet charter services.

Services include:

www.sentinel-aviation.com

Roland Dangerfield – Operations Director

James Garfield-Davies – Commercial Director

EFFICIENT EXPERIENCED/ /

+44 (0) 7831 670869

info@sentinel-aviation.com

Corporate Business Travel & Visa Services
VIP Concierge Trip Support
Medical Travel Companions
Remote 24/7 Telemedicine Advice

Intelligence Led 24/7 Travel Security
Time Critical Customs & Excise Clearance
24/7 London Motorcycle Couriers
Onboard Couriers

http://sentinel-aviation.com/
mailto:info@sentinel-aviation.com
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Meet The Team

James Garfield-Davies is a lifelong aviation professional. 

James also has a background in Banking and has served as an Army Officer in the
Territorial Army. His aviation career began with him flying commercially operated
Airbus A320 aircraft, before transferring to the Business/Corporate and Private side of
aviation, initially flying a privately operated A319 Airbus Corporate Jet. 

Hugely experienced in working with Middle Eastern clients, James has also flown the
Falcon 900EX Classic, the Challenger 604 and 605 and the ultra long range Global
Express Vision aircraft. James has an eye for detail to Aviation Operations as well as
the complex financial transactions within Consultancy Projects, aircraft sales and
purchases.

Roland Dangerfield is a former British Army Officer turned Commercial Aviation Pilot. 

He has flown to over 80 countries and some 200 plus destinations carrying Royal Families,
Politicians, Diplomats, personalities of the Sports, Film, Television and Music industries. He
has an extensive and in-depth operational knowledge of safe and discreet private aviation
charter and management operations. Roland has flown Bombardier's Challenger 604 and
605, and also Bombardier's Global Express 5000 and 6000 Vision Aircraft. 

His military background brings a high level of organisation, discipline, leadership, and
strategic thinking to the business. His private jet experience has helped develop Sentinel
into one of the leading VIP Private Jet Charter companies with an enviable reputation in
the private jet charter industry for safety, consistently delivering excellent customer
service and meeting clients needs.

rdangerfield@sentinel-aviation.com+44 (0) 7831 670869

James Garfield-Davies – Commercial Director Roland Dangerfield – Operations Director

jgarfielddavies@sentinel-aviation.com+44 (0) 7831 670869
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International travel can be tricky at the best of times, particularly
if you are not familiar with the region you are travelling to.  Our
team of experts provides bespoke travel and concierge services
that are tailored to your needs. We take care of everything from
visas and accommodation to ground transportation and private
holiday destinations. 

Corporate Business Travel & Visa Services

It can be hard to find a good concierge service that you can trust.
Most concierge services are not tailored to VIPs or UHNWI’s. VIP
Concierge offers a range of bespoke luxury concierge services
that are tailored specifically for VIP and UHNWI’s. We have years
of experience in the industry and our team is highly qualified
and confidential. 

VIP Concierge Trip Support
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MySentinel

Our Medical Travel Companions partner offers a qualified Nurse,
Paramedic or Doctor depending on your requirement. The
requirement may be as simple as companion travel from home
to airport, or as complex as a ten day holiday on a yacht. All
companions are clinically qualified; Nurses, Paramedics or
military trained Paramedics/Doctors for VIPs. 

Medical Travel Companions

You’re on vacation in a remote corner of the world and you get
sick. Not only is it difficult to find good medical advice, but also
locating medication in a foreign country can be tricky. We
work with a UK based medical service providing 24/7 access to
UK consultant level clinicians who will guide you through your
medical emergency, no matter where in the world you are. 

Remote 24/7 Telemedicine Advice
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Travelling to dangerous or unstable parts of the world can be a
daunting prospect. Our travel risk management and security
solutions are designed to give you peace of mind when doing
business in challenging environments. We work with the very
best travel security providers who operate in some of the most
fragile areas of the world.

Intelligence Led 24/7 Travel Security

Customs Clearance is a mandatory process that all goods
entering or leaving Great Britain have to go through. Using the
latest in Customs Clearance technology and fully audited by
HMRC, our carefully chosen partner will clear your goods
accurately, compliantly and efficiently.

Time critical Customs & Excise Clearance
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When you need urgent delivery of important documents,
parcels and packages you need a reliable courier company to
guarantee the fastest delivery time. Our carefully chosen partner
operates a network fleet of dedicated vehicles and drivers – from
express motorcycles and city motorbikes to dedicated vans and
larger Luton Box vans.

24/7 London Motorcycle Couriers

Our time critical solutions provider ensure your shipments
arrive at the right time at the right place. Their hand carry
services provide the fastest and safest time critical logistics
solutions available across the globe. From providing your
business with a quotation and flight routing within 30 minutes,
to getting your item safely on board accompanied by one of
their dedicated Onboard Couriers, can be a matter of hours.

Onboard Couriers
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